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Abstract
Computer Science is currently undergoing a paradigm shift, from viewing computer systems as
isolated programs to viewing them as dynamic multi-agent societies. Evidence of this shift is the
signiﬁcant eﬀort devoted recently to the design and implementation of languages and protocols for
communications and interaction between software agents. Despite this eﬀort, no formal mathemat-
ical theory of agent interaction languages and protocols yet exists. We argue that such a theory
needs to account for the semantics of agent interaction, and propose the ﬁrst mathematical theory
which does this. Our framework incorporates category-theoretic entities for the utterances made
in an agent dialog and for the commitments incurred by those utterances, together with maps
between these.
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1 Introduction
The rise of the Internet, ambient computing, ad-hoc networks and virtual
communities have led to a paradigm shift in how we view computer systems
and computation [36]. Instead of computer systems being viewed simply as
programs which execute some pre-determined method, a better analogy is to
view systems as societies of interacting and autonomous entities, or “agents”,
who combine together as and when necessary to achieve possibly-conﬂicting
individual objectives. This agent-oriented perspective has become inﬂuential
within computer science over the last decade, and has made connections with
prior work in biology (e.g., ecology, evolutionary theory), physics (statistical
mechanics), economics (game theory) and sociology (organization theory) [34].
Designing a multi-agent computational system typically means specifying
the capabilities and roles of the agents comprising the system, and their means
of interaction. Accordingly, considerable research and development eﬀort has
been devoted to the design of languages and protocols for autonomous software
agents to communicate with one another. The most widely-known language is
FIPA’s Agent Communications Language [7], which is perhaps the only real
standard in this area. 4 FIPA ACL deﬁnes 22 locutions, or speech acts, which
may be uttered by agents in an interaction in any order, in the same way
as humans may freely utter sentences from a human language. Because such
freedom leads to a state-space explosion in any realistic application, recent
attention has been given to the design of interaction protocols which limit (to
a greater or lesser extent) the freedom of agents to make utterances in any
order.
The most widespread approach to the design of agent interaction protocols
has drawn on dialog games from the philosophy of argumentation, which date
at least to Aristotle [4] and which were revived in modern times by Charles
Hamblin [9]. They have a structural resemblance to the games of economic
game theory [25] and to the two-party games of model theory [15,10]. Agent
interaction protocols have been articulated for many diﬀerent types of dia-
logue, for example, for dialogs involving Information-Seeking, e.g. [2]; mutual
Inquiry [19]; Persuasion [28]; Negotiation over the division of some scarce re-
source [3]; and Deliberations over what action to take in some circumstance
[18]. See [21] for a review of recent work on agent dialogue-game protocols.
In all this work, it is assumed that the agents who enter multi-agent in-
teractions do so for a purpose, although not necessarily a benign or unselﬁsh
one. In other words, their behavior is intentional, and so the expected and
actual outcome(s) of an interaction are important in understanding it. Thus,
4 This is despite the many problems of FIPA ACL [24,26].
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any mathematical theory of protocols for such interactions needs to account
for the semantics of the interaction, and perhaps also for the semantics of the
utterances which comprise the interaction. In seeking such a theory, an obvi-
ous starting point would be Claude Shannon’s theory of communication [30].
But Shannon, perhaps reﬂecting his career in a telecommunications company,
explicitly ignores the semantics of messages:
“Frequently the messages have meaning; that is they refer to or are corre-
lated according to some system with certain physical or conceptual entities.
These semantic aspects of communication are irrelevant to the engineering
problem.” [30, p. 31].
By contrast, for developers and users of agent systems, dealing with the se-
mantics of messages and protocols is an essential part of the “engineering
problem” [33]. There are in fact several diﬀerent functions that a semantics
for an agent communications language or dialog protocol may be required to
serve:
• To provide a shared understanding to agents participating in a commu-
nicative interaction of the meaning of individual utterances, of sequences of
utterances, and of dialogs.
• To provide a shared understanding to designers of agent protocols and to
the designers (who may be diﬀerent) of agents using those protocols of the
meaning of individual utterances, of sequences of utterances, and of dialogs.
• To provide a means by which the properties of languages and protocols may
be studied formally and with rigor, either alone or in comparison with other
languages or protocols.
• To provide a means by which languages and protocols may be readily im-
plemented.
Drawing on the programming language semantics literature, van Eijk [6] iden-
tiﬁed three generic types of semantics for agent communications languages.
An axiomatic semantics deﬁnes each locution of a communications language
or protocol in terms of the pre-conditions which must exist before the locution
can be uttered, and possibly also the post-conditions which apply following
its utterance. For example, the semantic language, SL, for the locutions of
the FIPA Agent Communications Language, is an axiomatic semantics of the
speech acts of the language, deﬁned in terms of the beliefs, desires and in-
tentions of participating agents [7]. Similarly, the semantics deﬁned for many
dialog game protocols for agent interaction, e.g., [2], are also axiomatic se-
mantics.
A second type of semantics, an operational semantics, considers the di-
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alog locutions as instructions which operate successively on the states of some
abstract machine. Here, the semantics deﬁnes the locutions in terms of the
transitions they eﬀect on the states of this machine. Operational semantics
have recently been deﬁned for some agent dialog protocols, e.g., [17]. Third,
in denotational semantics, each element of the language syntax is assigned
a relationship to an abstract mathematical entity, its denotation. Perhaps
the ﬁrst example of a denotational semantics for a dialog protocol was the
possible-worlds semantics for question-response interactions deﬁned by Ham-
blin in 1956 [8]. Although possible-worlds and other denotational semantics
have a long subsequent history in mathematical linguistics, only recently have
denotational semantics been deﬁned for agent dialog protocols. For instance,
[22] presents a category-theoretic semantics for a broad class of deliberation
dialog protocols, and uses this semantics to prove properties of dialogs con-
ducted under these protocols.
These eﬀorts at deﬁning language and protocol semantics have focused pri-
marily on individual languages or protocols, or on limited classes of protocols.
We know of no eﬀort underway to deﬁne a semantics for all agent interaction
protocols. In other words, there is as yet no mathematical theory of agent
interaction protocols, in the same way that the lattices of possible worlds se-
mantics provides an algebraic theory for modal logical languages [27]. Such a
theory would, we hope, provide a formal means to compare one protocol with
another, to identify when two protocols are the same (in some sense or other),
and to choose between protocols. Such a theory is the aim of our work.
This paper presents the ﬁrst mathematical theory of agent interaction pro-
tocols, comprising a categorical semantics for a very broad class of protocols.
We consider protocols which can be deﬁned explicitly, and abstract away from
the type of protocol and the nature of the interaction outcomes. Section 2
of the paper describes our view of Agent Interaction Protocols, Section 3
presents our semantics, while Section 4 presents some mathematical implica-
tions of the framework. In Section 5, we present examples of how interaction
protocols may be represented in the framework, to illustrate its expressive
power. We end the paper with a discussion of future work in Section 6.
It is worth noting that our problem domain and objectives diﬀer from
eﬀorts currently underway to develop a semantics for interaction of compu-
tational processes in general, such as the work on game semantics [1]. As
mentioned above, our domain involves interactions between purposeful agents,
each entering a multi-agent dialog with the intention of achieving some goal.
Accordingly, the outcomes (both partial and ﬁnal) of agent interactions are
important to any semantic theory, and to the design, engineering and con-
trol of the interactions. It is not clear to us that the game-semantics-of-
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interaction community has considered these issues as prominently as required
by the agents community. On the other hand, the outcomes in agent dialogs
are considerably more general than the real-valued monetary pay-oﬀs typi-
cally assumed in economic game theory [25]. An abstraction of such payoﬀs
is needed for any semantic theory of agent interactions. 5
2 Agent Interaction Protocols
The syntactical form of an agent interaction protocol may be deﬁned explicitly
by specifying a number of elements [20], as follows:
Commencement Rules: Rules which deﬁne the circumstances under which
the dialog commences. Typically, the Commencement Rules of a protocol
refer to states prior to or outside the dialogue, and so are not modelled
within it. We will not consider these further in this paper.
A collection of Locutions: Rules which indicate what utterances are per-
mitted. Typically, legal locutions permit participants to assert propositions,
permit others to question or contest prior assertions, and permit those as-
serting propositions that have been subsequently questioned or contested
to justify their assertions. Justiﬁcations may involve the presentation of a
proof of the proposition or an argument for it. 6
Combination Rules for the Locutions: Rules which deﬁne the dialogical
contexts under which particular locutions are permitted or not, or obliga-
tory or not. For instance, it may not be permitted for a participant to assert
a proposition p and subsequently the proposition ¬p in the same dialogue,
without in the interim having retracted the former assertion. Another exam-
ple involves argumentative dialogue, where one agent may request another
to justify a statement the latter has made; most such protocols require the
claimant to respond to such a request immediately after the justiﬁcation
request is made.
A collection of Commitments: Some utterances in a dialog may commit
the speaker to some claim or action. A bid in an auction, for example, com-
mits the bidder to purchase the good in question at the price mentioned
in the bid, if the bid is accepted. Typically, the assertion of a claim p in
a debate is deﬁned as indicating to the other participants some level of
commitment to, or support for, the claim. Since [9], formal dialog systems
typically establish and maintain public sets of commitments, called com-
5 The only work known to us in economic theory which abstracts from real-valued spaces
is [31], but this uses category theory to prove a result about real spaces.
6 Classiﬁcations of locutions have been given, for example, by [5,29].
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mitment stores, for each participant; these stores may be non-monotonic,
in the sense that participants may also be permitted to retract committed
claims, although possibly only under deﬁned circumstances.
Combination Rules for the Commitments: Rules which deﬁne the ways
in which Commitments may be combined or not. For example, it is usually
not permitted for an agent, in the one dialogue, to commit to undertake
some action and to subsequently commit not to undertake the same action,
without ﬁrst having withdrawn or cancelled the ﬁrst commitment. Note
that an agent who makes a commitment may not be able to withdraw or
modify it without permission from other agents, depending on the rules of
the dialog, as in [23].
Locution-Commitment Assignment Rules: An assignment of a commit-
ment or commitments to each locution, in a manner compatible with the
relevant combination rules.
Termination Rules: Rules that deﬁne the circumstances under which the
dialog ends.
Thus, a dialog under a protocol deﬁned by a structure such as this consists
of an ordered sequence of locutions which is not forbidden by the combination
rules for locutions. The commitment associated to a dialog then refers to
the combination of the ordered sequence of commitments associated to these
locutions. For example, an agent may make an oﬀer at one point in a dialog
and later retract this oﬀer, if the protocol permits this. Even if a retraction
utterance is permitted, the commitment associated to the initial oﬀer may or
may not then be cancelled by the commitment associated to the retraction,
depending on the commitment combination rules of the protocol. Retraction
of a prior oﬀer may incur a penalty, for example, so that the commitments
created by the prior oﬀer still stand.
With respect to commitments, it is worth noting here that more than
one notion of commitment is present in the literature on dialog games. For
example, philosophers of argumentation often treat commitments in a purely
dialogical sense, so that they may have no reference to anything beyond the
dialogue, e.g., [9]. In contrast, others treat commitments as obligations to
(execute, incur or maintain) a course of action [32]. These actions may be
utterances in a dialogue, as when a speaker is forced to defend a proposition he
has asserted against attack from others; so propositional commitment can be
seen as a special case of action commitment. Because our primary motivation
is the design of interaction protocols between autonomous software agents, we
believe it is reasonable to deﬁne commitments in terms of future actions (or
propositions) external to the dialogue. In a commercial negotiation dialogue,
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for instance, the utterance of an oﬀer may express a willingness by the speaker
to undertake a subsequent transaction on the terms contained in the oﬀer. For
this reason, we view commitments as referring to some objects (physical or
virtual) in the world beyond the dialogue. 7
Of course, this structure does not capture all agent interaction protocols,
for example, those which cannot be deﬁned formally or ﬁnitely. However, it
is suﬃciently general to represent protocols of each type commonly seen in
human or agent dialogues, such as those deﬁned in the typology of [32]. In
the next section, we present a categorial semantics for all protocols deﬁnable
with this structure.
3 The Categorical Framework
We begin our presentation with some explanatory words on category theory
[16]. A (small) category is a minimalist mathematical construct which consists
of two sets and a system of combination rules. The ﬁrst set, called the objects
of the category, is largely a placeholder. The second set, called the morphisms
of the category, consists of a collection of arrows from one object to another.
Thus, one might think of a morphism as an arrow with a tail (or source) and
a head (or target). Given a pair of arrows, one can try to combine them to
form a longer arrow if the head of one lies at the same object as the tail of
the other.
In other words, we can separate the collection of all morphisms in our
category C into sets as those with the same head and tail. Then C(A,B) will
denote the set of all arrows A → B and the composition law is an assignment
C(B,C)× C(A,B)→ C(A,C)
of an arrow gf : A → C to every pair consisting of f : A → B and g :
B → C. The reason for writing gf rather than fg comes from the theory
of mathematical functions, but the reader should keep in mind that “time
ﬂows from right to left” in this notation. In other words, gf represents ﬁrst
following the arrow f and then following the arrow g.
The ﬁrst element of our model is to consider the locutions of a protocol as
the arrows (or, more properly, morphisms) in a category where the composition
law is determined by the combination rules for locutions in that protocol. We
will tend to use the symbol D for this category. 8
7 In addition, within multi-agent systems research, commitment is sometimes used to refer
to persistent intentions. This is not the usage here.
8 For those who take the view that a protocol consists solely of locutions and their combi-
nation rules, the category D alone then provides a model for a protocol.
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There is one formal complication which arises from our desire to forbid
certain combinations of locutions. In order to deal with this problem, we
add a new element ∗ to every set C(A,B) which we think of as an illegal
arrow. We also want to say any composition with the illegal arrow on either
side is another illegal arrow. The technical terminology for this process is to
consider only categories “enriched over pointed sets”. Notice, we can now say
f followed by g is illegal within the categorical context by the equation gf = ∗.
This complication should be viewed as purely formal and will be suppressed
whenever this will cause no additional confusion. 9
One should keep in mind that the composition rule in a category must
be associative. This is simply the statement that (hg)f = h(gf), so that all
compositions can be formed in whatever order is convenient. In particular,
this means that making hgf an illegal combination then implies both that h
may not legally follow gf and that hg may not legally follow f . One other
key feature of a category is that there is an identity morphism 1B associated
to each object B of the category. This has the property that 1Bf = f for
any f : A → B and g1B = g for any g : B → C. Now a dialog represents
a sequence of composable arrows (fn, fn−1, . . . , f1), where composable simply
means the target of fi and the source of fi+1 are the same object. The dialog
is illegal precisely when the composition is illegal, fnfn−1 . . . f1 = ∗.
Because categories include identity arrows, from each object to itself, we
can actually do away with the objects of the category, and simply have a
collection of arrows. Thus, the arrows in our model represent the locutions
in a dialog protocol, while the objects are simply placeholders, indicating the
start-points and end-points of locutions. In addition, in order to determine
which dialogs terminate, one may add an “end of dialog” locution, so that
terminating dialogs are precisely those which include this locution.
We have not yet dealt with the commitments in any way. As with the
locutions, one might build a category of commitments with the commitments
as arrows and their combination rules determining the composition law of
the category. We will use O to indicate this category. However, in many
cases it seems one would like to consider all commitments as “composable”.
Mathematically, this corresponds to assuming that there is only one object in
O. In this case, O may be more eﬃciently described as a monoid, which simply
means a set together with a multiplication that may (or may not) have inverses
but does contain a unit. The set in question is the set of all morphisms of O,
the multiplication is given by the composition law and the unit comes from
the identity map of the unique object. For example, the whole numbers under
addition form a monoid, with 0 as the unit. As another example, consider the
9 For more on this construction, see [11].
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integers under multiplication with 1 as the unit.
The question of the existence of inverses corresponds to the question of
which commitments may be retracted without restriction. If all commitments
have a retraction, the monoid becomes a group, a mathematical construct
which may be more familiar than either monoids or categories. The group
associated to the whole numbers under addition is the integers under addi-
tion. The group associated to the integers under multiplication is the rational
numbers (fractions of integers) under multiplication. In fact, one can always
ﬁnd a smallest group that contains a particular monoid, which would allow us
to focus on groups rather than monoids if we prefer. Notice the group would
be Abelian (multiplication order is irrelevant) precisely when commitments
are all time-independent of one another.
We still have not dealt with the Locution-Commitment Assignment Rules
in the protocol structure. This involves some assignment of an arrow in O
to each arrow in D in a manner compatible with the composition laws in the
two categories. The term for an assignment between categories is a functor
F : D → O, which associates an object F (D) of O to each object D of
D. Further, associated to each arrow g : B → C in D, one has an arrow
F (g) : F (B) → F (C) in O. Finally, for composable morphisms g and f , one
has F (gf) = F (g)F (f) so one can compose and then map to O or map each
arrow to O and then compose, with the same results. Once again, we have
technical restrictions due to the illegal morphisms, so we would like to force
F (1B) = 1F (B) and F (∗) = ∗ as well. This says F must be an enriched functor
between the two categories D and O which are enriched over pointed sets.
Note that enriched category theory is a mature mathematical theory [13], and
so we have access to a variety of well-known constructions.
Thus, our model for a protocol consists of a triple:
D,O and F : D → O
where D and O are categories (enriched over pointed sets) with F an enriched
functor.
4 Implications of the Framework
In the theory of categories, there is an obvious category which contains all of
the functors F : D → O once we ﬁx O. This would be called the category
of pointed categories over O and could be denoted Cat∗ /O. The morphisms
in this category from F : D → O to G : C → O are the (enriched) functors
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H : D→ C which make the following triangle commute:
D
F 




H C
G



O.
(1)
Recall that a diagram is said to commute if each path through the diagram
yields the same result at any point when results can be compared, so this
triangle commuting says GH = F . This implies there is a natural notion of
morphism between the triples associated to protocols with the same commit-
ment category, and they form the category Cat∗ /O.
Among the most basic objects in category theory are categories denoted
[n], which contain only a string of n composable morphisms aside from the
required identity and illegal maps. For example:
[1] 0  1
[2] 0  1  2
[3] 0  1  2  3
(2)
Then [0] simply consists of a single object and its identity and illegal
morphisms. The main use for a category [n] is that a functor G : [n] → D is
simply a string of composable morphisms. However, even if D is a category
of locutions, the morphism G(k) → G(k + 1), which is an arrow between two
objects in D, may correspond to either the identity on the object G(k) or a
long string of combinable locutions in D.
Suppose O has only one object (as in the auction examples considered
below) and H : [n] → O is a functor. Then H corresponds to the choice of
an ordered sequence of commitments and this makes H an object in Cat∗ /O.
Thus, we can consider a morphism in Cat∗ /O, which consists of a commutative
triangle
[n]
H





G D
F




O.
(3)
This corresponds to a dialog in our protocol whose associated commitment
sequence is the ordered sequence of commitments associated to H . However,
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it may be that we have compressed the dialog by looking at a longer dialog
and reducing it down to a shortened apparent length by composing certain
portions and ignoring intermediate commitments over the excised period. In
any event, the functor G chooses a sequence of composable morphisms in
D, which corresponds to a dialog in our protocol (although we may be fast-
forwarding certain portions of the dialog in some sense). The assumption that
the triangle commutes implies the commitments associated to the relevant
portions of the dialog must be those associated to H . If we only want to
pay attention to the ﬁnal commitments rather than to an ordered sequence of
intermediate commitments, we should simply consider the case n = 1. The
reader should be aware that we do NOT assume all dialogs begin at the same
point in this work.
A natural object to associate to a model of a protocol is the set of all such
commutative triangles (graded by n). This is a very natural construction in
category theory and corresponds to the simplicial set associated to a category,
often called the nerve of the category. In terms of protocols, this corresponds
to looking at dialogs sorted by their ordered sequence of outcomes, possibly by
ignoring intermediate commitments. If we restrict to what are usually called
the one-simplices, or setting only n = 1, this corresponds to dialogs where we
consider only the ﬁnal commitments. There are a large number of notions of
equivalence of simplicial sets and we are currently applying these to the study
of protocol equivalence.
5 Some Examples
In this Section, we present some illustrative examples of agent interaction
protocols represented in our categorical framework. The basic idea is that
the locutions create a directed graph by tiling and then the combination rules
impose relations via the composition law.
5.1 FIPA ACL
As mentioned above, FIPA ACL, the Agent Communications Language of
the Foundation for Intelligent Physical Agents (FIPA), deﬁnes 22 locutions
which may be uttered by agents in a dialog in any order [7]. These include
locutions to inform another agent of the truth of some proposition, or to
request that some action be undertaken. FIPA ACL does not deﬁne any
locution combination rules, so that an agent may utter any of the 22 locutions
at any point in a dialogue. This means the category D should be (basepoints
added to) the free category on the 22 possible locutions, essentially just a
repeated tiling where the tile consists of 22 morphisms with the same source
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and all targets are diﬀerent. (See below for a tiling example with only three
morphisms.) Free objects are one of the most carefully studied concepts in
category theory, sometimes thought of as the most universal constructions.
This connection with a free category explains the feeling that many other
protocols could be modeled by imposing relations on the FIPA ACL.
For the commitment category in this example, notice that no commit-
ments are deﬁned or associated to locutions in the FIPA ACL, hence there are
no combination rules for commitments. In our framework, this may be rep-
resented by saying the commitment category should simply be [0] described
above. That is, we should instead think of a single outcome which iterates to
itself as the outcome associated to each (legal) locution.
To understand the functor F : D → [0], it will suﬃce to notice that no
combination of locutions is forbidden, so the basepoints are an afterthought in
this case. In order to represent this, we should think of F as adding basepoints
to an ordinary functor from a free category to the category with one object
and only the identity morphism. There is only one such functor into such
a trivial category, namely the functor which sends all objects to the unique
object and all morphisms to the identity morphism. Thus, our functor F will
send only the basepoint morphisms to the basepoint morphism of [0] and every
other morphism will be sent to the identity morphism in [0].
5.2 An English Auction
Perhaps the most widely-used formal interaction protocols are auctions. These
are processes by which one or more buyers negotiates the price of some good
with one or more sellers [14]. In the most common form of auction, the
so-called English auction, multiple potential buyers of a single good bid in-
creasingly higher prices to purchase the good from a single seller. The winning
bidder is that potential buyer who makes the highest bid, and the amount paid
by the buyer is the amount indicated in that highest bid. Each bid may be
viewed as an utterance creating a commitment to purchase the item if agreed
by the seller. We can represent this process by viewing our category as a
tiling, where a single tile is deﬁned by the number of atomic locutions and the
set of parameters allowable for each.
For example, suppose a basic auction protocol (for two bidders) consists
of three possible utterances:
“Agent a increments the current bid by amount n”;
“Agent b increments the current bid by amount m”; and
“The clock ticks with no bid”.
When a then increments the current bid, this is an atomic locution, while n
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is a parameter which would generally be a natural number. However, zero is
always the parameter for the clock. (The clock is only included so that the
end of the auction is detectable by three consecutive clock ticks.) The basic
“tile” would then consist of four objects (one more than the number of atomic
locutions), which we will label S, A, B, and C. Then D(S,A) would be the
(pointed) natural numbers (the possible parameters) corresponding to the ﬁrst
locution where a increments the current bid. Similarly, D(S,B) would be the
(pointed) natural numbers corresponding to the locution where b increments
the current bid. Finally, D(S,C) would be two points, one corresponding to
the clock tick and the other to the illegal locution. There would be no other
morphisms aside from the required identities and illegal morphisms.
A diagram of this tile would be as follows:
C
S
tick

a,N∗ 
b,N∗




A
B.
(4)
Now the point of the tiling idea is that we would think of each of 1, 2 or 3
as a new location for 0. One iteration of this process might yield the following
diagram (where new objects are de-emphasized):
•
C
b,N∗




a,N∗ 
tick

• •
• S
b,N∗









a,N∗ 
tick

A
b,N∗



a,N∗ 
tick

•
• •
B
b,N∗



 a,N∗

tick

•
•
(5)
Iterating this procedure yields something like a lattice in Rn, which can be
described as a free category (enriched over pointed sets). However, we now
need to introduce the relations inherent in our combination rules for locutions.
In the case of our auction example, “a increments the bid by n” followed by
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“b increments the bid by m” should be viewed as equivalent to “b increments
the bid by m+n”, for example. Notice we also avoid much of the state-space
explosion problem of the FIPA ACL in this case, since any three consecutive
ticks ends the dialog, allowing us to impose a height restriction in this diagram.
Our outcome category for the English auction would consist of the pointed
whole numbers times a small pointed monoid consisting of 1, a, b and the
basepoint, which keeps track of the last real bidder (any tick of the clock
would be given the identity in the bidder slot). The functor would simply
take “a increments the bid by n” to the pair (a, n) in this notation, so our
relation above becomes (b,m)(a, n) = (b,m + n).
6 Conclusions
In this paper, we have presented a mathematical theory of agent interaction
protocols which takes explicit account of the semantics of protocols. We do
this by representing formally the utterances and commitments in agent dialogs,
and the relationships between them. Our model is a categorical one, and it
abstracts away from the type of interaction and the nature of the commitments
being discussed. It therefore applies to a very broad class of agent interaction
protocols, and is also not limited to real-valued monetary transactions. In
contrast, prior work on the semantics of agent dialogs has focused on the
semantics of individual utterances, as in the semantics of the FIPA ACL [7], or
on the semantics of dialogs under only one protocol, as in [17], or a limited class
of protocols, as in [22]. Similarly, prior work on parametrizing the space of
auction mechanisms, such as [35], does not extend to dialogue game protocols.
This feature of our work helps answer an important question: Why use
category theory?. Only category theory is suﬃciently abstract that we could
hope to represent all types of agent interaction protocols. That we were able
to present a model of the FIPA ACL, an interaction language deﬁned without
explicit commitments, and a model of an auction protocol, in which utter-
ances are usually assumed to incur commitments, shows the potential of this
formalism. In addition, a categorical semantics is likely to prove necessary to
answering the question: When are two protocols the same? In earlier work
[12], we identiﬁed several distinct notions of protocol equivalence, and we are
currently representing these diﬀerent notions in our framework. A mathe-
matical theory of protocols should be able to characterize diﬀerent types of
protocols and identify those which are similar or equivalent. A categorical
semantics may also allow us to build new protocols with speciﬁc properties.
Our future work is devoted to exploring the implications of this framework
and applying it to protocol comparisons.
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